Vemag Continuous Vacuum Filling Machine. Model: Robot 1000 DC. S/N: 126 055. Infeed hopper dimensions: 34 in. diameter x 25 in. H. Antriesbstechnik Motor, 2 hp, 380/220 V, 3.7/6.3 amps, 60 Hz, 3 phase. Below the hopper, the product is compressed by an infeed scroll. With every rotation of the feed worms, a certain amount (weight) of the filling material is transported to the discharge. This machine allows for continuous discharge or single portions at a time where the weight is measured according to the number of rotations of the feed worms. Applications include: raw sausage, pieces of ham, and pieces of turkey. Overall dimensions: 48 in. L x 38 in. W x 82 in. H.